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ABSTRACT
Schumpeter, a century ago, argued that boom-and-bust cycles are intrinsically related to the
functioning of a capitalistic economy. These cycles, inherent to the rise of innovation, are an
unavoidable consequence of the way in which markets evolve and assimilate successive
technological revolutions. Furthermore, Schumpeter’s analysis stressed the fundamental role played
by finance in fostering innovation, in defining bank credit as the “monetary complement” of
innovation. Nevertheless, we feel that the connection between innovation and firm financing has
seldom been examined from a theoretical standpoint, not only by economists in general, but even
within the Neo-Schumpeterian research line. Our paper aims at analyzing both the long-term
structural change process triggered by innovation and the related financial dynamics inside the
coherent framework provided by the stock-flow consistent (SFC) approach. The model presents a
multisectoral economy composed of consumption and capital goods industries, a banking sector,
and two household sectors: capitalists and wage earners. The SFC approach helps us to track the
flows of funds resulting from the rise of innovators in the system. The dynamics of prices,
employment, and wealth distribution among the different sectors and social groups is analyzed.
Above all, the essential role of finance in fostering innovation and its interaction with the real
economy is underlined.

Keywords: Schumpeter; Innovation; Stock-flow Consistent Models; Monetary Circuit
JEL Classifications: E11, E32, O31
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1. SCHUMPETERIAN TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AND FINANCE

In most macroeconomic models technological change is introduced as an exogenous stochastic
shock that may transiently remove the system from a predetermined steady-state equilibrium path
(Castellacci 2008). Hence, these models, at most, may lead to a second best outcome, stemming
from an incorrect assessment of some kind of externalities by economic agents leading to a market
failure, but not to endogenous instability (Delli Gatti et al. 2010).
Instead, Schumpeter argued that boom and bust cycles are intrinsically related to the
functioning of a capitalistic economy (Schumpeter, 1912 [1934], 1939 [1964]). These cycles,
inherent to the rise of innovation, are an unavoidable consequence of the way in which the market
evolves and assimilates successive technological revolutions. Furthermore, Schumpeter’s analysis
stressed the fundamental role played by finance in fostering innovation, defining bank credit as the
“monetary complement” of innovation. Nevertheless, we feel that the connection between
innovation and firm financing has seldom been examined, from a theoretical point of view, not only
by economists in general, but even inside the Neo-Schumpeterian research line (O’Sullivan 2000).
The fundamental aim of this paper is to make a contribution toward overcoming this key
failing of macroeconomic theory. For this purpose we develop a stock-flow consistent (SFC
hereafter) multi-sectorial model in order to analyze medium and long-term business cycles triggered
by the emergence of a cluster of innovations. More precisely, we are interested in explaining the
dynamics underlying Juglar medium-cycles and Kondratieff long-cycles following Schumpeter’s
taxonomy. The former are related to credit and how innovation is financed, the latter relate directly
to the diffusion process. We chose to focus on the introduction of a bundle of new, more productive,
investment goods that are a new kind of capital1. Particular attention is given to the interaction
between finance and the real economy during each phase of this technology-rooted cycle.
The paper builds the grounds for a wider analysis of the implications of technological
progress and structural change processes in a Schumpeterian perspective. This may contribute to the
1

This choice is motivated by two things: first, the focus on a new investment good, instead of a consumer good, gives
us an important advantage since it enables us to analyze the process of Schumpeterian competition between the
innovative sector and the traditional one on the basis of an objective criterion, represented by the technical coefficients
characterizing each technology used in the productive processes. These coefficients directly affect the structure of
production costs in each sector. Second, the analysis of economic history shows that the major waves of technological
revolution, since the mid-eighteenth century, have focused, at least in the early stages, primarily on capital goods. This
observation seems to be confirmed also by the work of Perez (2002, 2009) on great surges of development and long
waves which identified, for each successive techno-economic paradigm, the technology that can be considered as the
most representative.
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understanding of the effects on different sectors and groups during the stages of irruption,
installation, deployment, and exhaustion of a new techno-economic paradigm (Perez 2010).
Contextually, the analysis of financial markets both from the point of view of firms—looking for
funding— and from the point of view of investors—seeking remunerative opportunities—may help
to identify the potential sources of instability in the context of a financialized monetary economy of
production, in particular during periods of radical technological change.
The paper is organized as follows: in this section we discuss the existing literature and describe
the methodology, stressing the advantages of using an SFC approach to describe the different
monetary circuit characterizing the Schumpeterian process of development. Section 2 contains a
description of the model and the behavioral equations of each sector. Section 4 analyzes the results
and section 5 concludes.

1.1

The Innovation-Finance Nexus

Every time a cluster of radical innovations emerges, it triggers a process of structural change in the
economic system. In this phase imbalances usually arise, as the process of structural change sets the
stage for the Schumpeterian “creative destruction.” New sectors rise, attracting investment due to
higher profit opportunities, while the other sectors of the economy experience a deep transformation
to adapt to the new economic context or rather, following Perez (2002), to the emerging technoeconomic paradigm.
As the new technologies progressively spread into the economic system, this induces a
profound change in the productive and organizational structure of an ever growing number of
economic sectors. This in turn usually exerts significant effects in investment behaviors by both
non-financial and financial firms, in the labor market, and in the distribution of wealth and income
among different social groups, thus affecting the reproduction conditions of the economic system
and potentially leading to instability.
Carlota Perez (2009, 2010), with her work on technological revolutions and financial capital,
is one of the few scholars stressing the relevance of the innovation-finance nexus. She has focused
primarily on the role played by financial capital during the “irruption” and “installation” stages of a
techno-economic paradigm. Based on historical data her work identified a number of similarities
characterizing successive great surges of development. In particular her analysis highlighted the
recurrence of “technology rooted bubbles” in the early phase of each great surge of development,
explaining it as a consequence of the way a capitalistic economy assimilates a technological
revolution. This research line in turn has contributed to stimulate an already going stream of
4

empirical studies that have contributed to identify, on a micro level, important stylized facts
concerning the innovation-finance nexus (see for example Mazzucato and Tancioni 2010; Mina et
al. 2011; Bottazzi et al. 2008), for an extended review of the empirical literature in this field see
Lazonick et al. (2010). In particular they have demonstrated that firms’ financial structure is likely
to affect their investment policies2. Furthermore some of these studies (Brown et al. 2009) suggest
that young innovative firms today, when seeking external equity, rely more and more on financial
markets rather than on bank credit. This would mean that the selection role played by bankers in
Schumpeter’s original theory of development has been partially delegated to financial markets. The
potential implications of this fact are obviously not trivial in light of the peculiar logic
characterizing the functioning of financial markets and the recurrence of speculative behaviors. In
addition, a number of studies (Mazzucato 2003; Pastor and Veronesi 2009, among others) have
shown that stock price volatility increases during the early stage of a new innovative sector and
during a period of radical technological change.
The previous arguments seem to confirm the topicality and relevance of Schumpeter’s analysis,
focusing on the complex feed-backs between innovation and financial dynamics, in the current
economic context. Furthermore, the results of these studies clearly ask for a coherent
macroeconomic framework suitable for analyzing the interaction between innovation and finance.
The elaboration of such a new perspective today is made even more urgent by the new, more
significant, and more pervasive role that financial markets play in the functioning of our economic
systems, as a consequence of the process of financialization begun more than 30 years ago.
Nevertheless, such a framework is still missing.
1.2.

A Tale of Circuits and Matrices

The stock flow consistent (SFC) approach appears the most suitable to describe the process of
development triggered by innovation in a “monetary theory of production” framework, such as the

2

Indeed, since Fazzari et al. (1988), empirical evidence has been growing against the Modigliani and Miller (1958)
theorem which predicts that at the margin alternative sources of finance should be perfect substitutes. On the contrary,
this huge stream of empirical research has provided solid arguments in favor of a pecking order theory of finance
(Meyers 1984) whereby borrowers follow an order of preferences for finance. In the presence of imperfections in
capital markets (e.g. information asymmetries), the cost of external finance (both equity and loans) is usually high.
These higher costs affect, in particular, young and innovative firms, due to the lack of collateral and the unavoidable
difficulties in evaluating ex-ante their future profitability potential. So firms rely first of all on their retained earnings to
finance their investment projects, and resort to external financing only after they have exhausted their internal
resources.
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one presented in Schumpeter’s own theory of money3. The use of a multi-sectorial SFC model helps
to analyze the effect of innovation on different sectors and social groups, during each phase of the
technological cycle. One of the fundamental aims of the present work is indeed to make a
contribution toward building a new and coherent framework to analyze in a unifying perspective,
both the “real” structural change process triggered by innovation and the related “financial”
dynamics, thus contributing to our understanding of the pervasive effects generated by innovation
and technological change. Each phase of the Schumpeterian process of cyclical development can be
represented as a different monetary circuit (Graziani 2003). Indeed, theorists of the monetary circuit
are very close to Schumpeter’s theory of money, but they have not yet proposed an analytical
framework able to clarify the meaning of credit creation when seen as the monetary complement of
innovation. The monetary circuit, as some scholars have demonstrated in the last decade (Lavoie
2004; Zezza 2004; Accoce and Mouakil 2005, among others), may be formalized by using the SFC
framework.
The SFC approach is based on the seminal works of Wynne Godley and James Tobin4.
These models are consistent in that every monetary flow in the model is recorded as a payment
coming from a sector and a receipt for another sector, following a double-entry accounting
approach. Thus in each period, the sum of flows has to be nil. Every flow then affects end-of-period
stock values. Stocks are thus the sum of inflows and outflows across time. In turn, stocks may
generate flows (such as interest payment on a stock of loans). Stocks, in accordance with the
double-entry bookkeeping logic are always recorded as an asset for a sector and a liability for other
sectors, their sum thus being nil, too5.
The adoption of an SFC methodology thus eliminates black boxes explaining the linkages
between stocks and flows and real and nominal variables, acting in this respect as a “conservation
of energy principle” for economic theory. This makes SFC models particularly suitable to

3

We refer to “monetary theory of production” as the line of research that, in contrast with neo-classical economics,
supports the thesis of money non-neutrality, whereas we use the notion of “monetary circuit” to intend a single
production period in a pure credit economy with no government.
4
See Dos Santos (2006) for a historical review of the emergence of SFC, and Godley and Lavoie (2007) for extensive
examples of SFC models.
5
Notice that the SFC approach follows exactly the same logic used by the UN System of National Account (SNA). The
actual SNA was first presented in 1968 to answer the concerns of economists like Copeland and Denizet who had been
complaining about the lack of integration between the flows of the real economy and its financial side, affecting the
National Systems accounting rules. The new system provided a theoretical scheme that stressed the integration of the
national income accounts with financial transactions, capital stocks, and balance sheet (as well as input-output accounts)
Godley and Lavoie (2007). The construction of the Transaction Flow Matrixes, used in SFC models to record the flows
of funds and their impact on stock, thus totally resembles that of the National Income and Product Account Matrix
(NIPA). Similarly the SFC models balance sheets, representing how stock is distributed among sectors, perfectly
resembling the balance sheets of the SNA.
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theoretical frameworks based on endogenous money. Since they link real and nominal variables
they help track the flows of funds resulting from a cluster of innovations in the system and their
impact on stocks. For this reason, they appear especially adequate to analyze the interdependencies
between technological change—affecting labor and capital productivity—and its finance. In
particular, the adoption of a multi-sectorial SFC approach may significantly contribute to improving
our understanding of the dynamics of prices6, wages, profits, employment, and wealth distribution
among the various sectors and social groups characterizing our economy, and across the different
phases of the process of structural change triggered by innovation.
1.3.

Banks, Financial Markets, and Innovation

Figure 1 depicts the flow diagram of the economy at hand. We have two household sectors: wage
earners and capitalists. Wage earners offer labor in exchange for a wage and capitalists own the
firms through shares and receive dividends from firms and from banks. Both sectors are saving part
of their income and thus build a stock of financial wealth. While wage earners’ savings are held as
cash, capitalists distribute their financial wealth among four assets, money and three types of shares
issued by each productive sector, their portfolio choice being based on a comparison between each
asset’s expected return rate. All productive sectors need capital to produce their own good.
Consumption good firms invest either in traditional or in innovative capital goods, their choice
being based on their relative costs, (depending on the price and productivity of each capital).
Traditional capital firms produce their output using only traditional capital. Innovative capital good
producers instead first produce with the traditional capital good7, while in the successive periods,
similar to the traditional capital good sector, they produce their output only with innovative capital
goods.
Each industry has three separate sources of finance: retained earnings, emission of equities
(new issues of shares), and bank credit. This implies that firms decide not only how much to invest
but also how to finance their investment. Their financing decision is based on the pecking order
theory of finance privileging internal resources. The choice between the two kinds of external
finance (a residual when internal resources are not enough) is based on their relative costs. On the
6

Of both real good and financial assets.
Schumpeter in fact stressed that each entrepreneur has to master the organization of the new productive process,
before being able to supply the final goods. He argued that “the carrying into effect of an innovation involves, not
primarily an increase in existing factors of production, but the shifting of existing factors from old to new uses”
(Schumpeter 1964/1939, p.110) and that the entrepreneur “withdraws, by his bids for producers’ goods, the quantities of
them he needs from the uses which they served before” (Schumpeter 1964/1939, p.133). Production of the innovative
good thus takes time to come into effect. Hence the first effect of the appearance of entrepreneurial demand should be
an increase in the demand for traditional capital goods.
7

7

other hand, banks discriminate between different producers by applying different rates of interest,
on the basis of the perceived risk related to each loan granted.
Finally, investors base their portfolio choices on expectations formed by looking at past
performance, in terms of dividends, capital gains, and profits, of the different types of securities. In
this way, the model aims at providing an explanation of technological rooted business cycle that
explicitly takes into account the interaction between real and financial side of the economy. The
adoption of a SFC framework is a key aspect in this respect since it avoids black boxes between real
and nominal variables. Table 3 in appendix A, shows the transaction flow matrix of the economy. A
list of all variables and their signification may be found in appendix B.
2.

SECTORIAL BEHAVIORS

As already mentioned, there are five different sectors in our economy: a household sector, three
productive sectors, and a banking sector.

Figure 1: Flow diagram of the model. Both household sectors consume (thick solid line) goods
from the consumption good industry. Wage earners obtain wages (dotted line) in exchange for
labor from all productive sectors and save (thin solid line) what is not consumed. Capitalists
obtain dividends from the equities they hold (thick dash-dotted line) and store as cash (thin
solid line) the remaining of their wealth. Banks store deposits from both sector households
8

and grant credit (thin dash-dotted line) to all three productive sectors. Finally, all productive
sectors need capital, traditional or innovative, to produce their own goods (thick dashed line).
2.1.

Households

In each period, all households, capitalists or wage earners, decide how much to consume. Real
consumption level is a function of expected real disposable income and previous period real wealth
(2.1). We adopt backward looking expectations (2.3). Expected real disposable income, defined à la
Haig-Simons8, is equal to real expected income minus the inflationary impact on wealth (2.2).
Nominal consumption is then computed using consumption goods price. All nominal income that is
not spent is saved (2.4).
c = α1 . yd e + α 2 .v−1

(2.1)

e

yd e =

YD
V
− π c −1
pc
pc

4
1
Y D e = ∑ Y Dt − i
i =1 4
∆V = Y D − C

(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)

2.1.1 Wage Earners

Wage earner's nominal income is composed of wage received from all industries (2.5). Wage
earners save all their wealth as cash (2.6).
Y Dw = Wc N c + Wk N k + Wi N i (2.5)
M w = Vw

(2.6)

2.1.2. Capitalists

Capitalists' personal income is composed of dividends from all industries as well as from banks
(2.7). Capitalists' disposable income is composed of their personal income and capital gains (2.8).
Y Pc = F Dc + F Dk + F Di + F Db

(2.7)

Y Dc = Y Pc + C G

(2.8)

CG =

∑e

∆p j , e

j , −1

(2.9)

j∈c , k , i

8

Haig (1921) and Simons (1938) define income as the sum of consumption and variation in wealth. According to
Godley and Lavoie (2007, pp. 293-294), Haig-Simons’ real disposable income is composed of real disposable income
minus the loss of real wealth due to inflation.

9

Capitalists' wealth Vc is formed by the sum of cash Mc and the part of financial wealth held
as equities Vec= ec pc ,e + ek pk ,e + ei pi ,e (2.10). We assume that capitalists hold cash for two reasons:
consumption and as a store of wealth. We thus have two equations describing cash demand. The
first one expresses cash holding as a fraction of consumption (2.11), the second one is embedded in
the portfolio decision, which will be described hereafter.
Vc = M ch + Vec

(2.10)

M cd , c = β cCc

(2.11)

We assume cash to be the equalizing buffer stock. Following Foley (1975) and many SFC
authors, the level of financial assets held might not be equal to their desired level. We thus need one
asset, which will absorb the difference between aggregate level and aggregate desired level. In our
model, cash is that buffer stock asset. (2.12) and (2.13) describe how expected wealth stocks are
computed. The portfolio choice is then made, based on the expected level of financial wealth V fce .
Because we assume that cash holding is the buffer stock, we have that expected financial wealth is
always equal to held financial wealth V fce = V fc . However, total wealth at the end of the period might
not be equal to expected total wealth, we thus have that cash holding ( M ch , 2.10.A) might not be
equal to its desired level ( M cd , 2.16).

Vce = Vc , −1 + Y Dce − Cc

(2.12)

V fce = Vce − M cd ,c

(2.13)

V fc = Vec + M cd , f

(2.14)

Vc = Vc , −1 + Y Dc − Cc

(2.15)

M cd = M cd , c + M cd , f

(2.16)

M ch = Vc − Vec

(2.10.A)

Capitalists have to make a portfolio choice in each period. We follow a Tobinesque
approach of portfolio choice (Brainard and Tobin 1968)9. Nominal holding in equities and cash

9

However, diverging from most SFC authors, we allow for the

λx 0

to be endogenously determined through size,

measured as nominal full capacity output, of each industry. This is due to the fact than in other SFC models, the
dimensions of each industry are relatively stable and thus these authors are interested in the impacts of return rates on
the portfolio distribution. However, in our case we have to take into account the varying size of each sector, having one
sector which rises from zero while another disappears.
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depends on the expected real return rate on each asset (2.17}) to (2.20). We assume that the
expected real return rate is based on a weighted sum of expectations on real relative capital gains
( cg xe , 2.25), real relative dividend rate ( r e , 2.26) and real relative profit rate ( rg e , 2.27). The
supply of equities being determined by firms, prices are such that the market clears.

RRm =

− πc
1+ πc

(2.17)

 1 + cg ce

 1 + rce

 1 + rg ce

RRc = ζ 1 
− 1 + ζ 2 
− 1 + ζ 3 
− 1
 1+ πc

1+ πc

 1+ πc


(2.18)

 1 + cg ke

 1 + rke

 1 + rg ke

− 1 + ζ 2 
− 1 + ζ 3 
− 1
RRk = ζ 1 
 1+ πc

1+ πc

 1+ πc


(2.19)

 1 + cgie

 1 + ri e

 1 + rg ie

RRi = ζ 1 
− 1 + ζ 2 
− 1 + ζ 3 
− 1
 1+ πc

1+ πc

 1+ πc


(2.20)

M cd , f = (λ10 + λ11RRm + λ12 RRc + λ13 RRk + λ14 RRi ) V fce

(2.21)

ec pc , e = (λ20 + λ21RRm + λ22 RRc + λ23 RRk + λ24 RRi ) V fce

(2.22)

ek pk , e = (λ30 + λ31RRm + λ32 RRc + λ33 RRk + λ34 RRi ) V fce

(2.23)

ei pi , e = (λ40 + λ41RRm + λ42 RRc + λ43 RRk + λ44 RRi ) V fce

(2.24)

Expectation are based on the last 4 periods:

cg e =

re =

CG e
e−1 pe, −1

FD e
e−1 pe, −1

rg e =

Fe
e−1 pe, −1

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

4
4
4
1
1
1
CG e = ∑ CG− i , FD e = ∑ FD− i , F e = ∑ F− i
i =1 4
i =1 4
i =1 4

2.2

(2.28)

Productive Sectors

Before analysing each sector peculiarities, we observe general behaviors, common to all productive
sectors.
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2.2.1. Technology
Technology is fully described by three characteristics:

y
, the average capital productivity, that is the output to capital ratio
k
y
2. prN =
, the average labor productivity or the output to labor ratio
N
k
3. lT =
, the capital-labor ratio.
N

1.

prk =

However all three characteristics are interrelated, prN = prk lT , and we may thus use the couple

{prk , lT } to define a technology.
Our model thus describes an economy in which, at a certain point, an innovative capital good is
introduced in the capital good market. Once the innovative good is produced and sold, there are two
different capital goods (traditional and innovative) and three different productive sectors
(consumption, capital, and innovative). Each combination of the couple capital good-sector thus
defines a particular technology of production represented by the couple {pryx , l yx }, where pryx is the
productivity of type x capital and l yx is the labor/capital ratio requested by capital good x when
employed in sector y . Table 1 describes the different technologies at hand. For simplicity reasons
we assume that the productivity of each investment good and their capital-labor ratio are the same
across

sectors

(that

is

prck = prkk = prik = prk ,

lc , k = lk , k = li , k = lk

and

prci = prii = pri ,

lc ,i = li , i = li )10. The new investment good has a higher productivity of capital pri > prk and we
further assume that the capital-labor ratio of the two types of capital is the same: lk = li . Notice that
this implies that the productivity of labor is higher when using the innovative good.

10

These assumptions however, do not affect, in any significant way, the qualitative results of the model.
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Table 1: Technology Characterization According to Sector and Capital Good Used

2.2.2. Wages and Unit Costs

Each industry's nominal wage is a function of its previous period targeted and realized real wage
(2.29). Targeted real wage depends on that sector’s labor productivity prx and

N
, the aggregate
LF

employment rate (2.30). Productivity in each sector is determined by an average of the capital stock
productivity (2.31.A). However, for simplicity, we assume that workers are not able to observe the
utilization rates and use (2.31.B) as an approximation.


W 
W = W−1 + Ω 3  ω−T1 − −1 
pc , −1 


(2.29)
 N 

 LF 

ω T = Ω 0 + Ω1 log( prx ) + Ω 2 log
N x,k
N
+ prili x, i
Nx
Nx
k
i
= prk uk , x x + priui , x x
Nx
Nx
k
i
≅ prk x + pri x
Nx
Nx

prx = prk lk

(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.31.A)
(2.31.B)

Since there are no inputs other than labor, unit costs are defined as the wage bill divided by
real output. If only one kind of capital is used to produce, then unit costs reduce to (2.32).

UC =

WN
=
y

W

y
W
pr.l
=
y
pr.l

(2.32)

However, in the case of the consumption good industry or of the innovative firm, two kinds
of capital are used: traditional and innovative. Hence, unit costs are based on the quantity of
innovative and traditional capital goods used. Because innovative capital is more productive, it is
13

reasonable to assume that firms chose first to produce using innovative goods and then, using
traditional goods11. We thus face a non-constant unit cost function depending on total output
produced. If demand in consumption good y is lower than the maximum level of output produced
by innovative goods ( y fc ,i , 2.33), then, since only one source of capital is used, (2.32) is valid.
However, if y > y fc , i , both capitals are used and unit costs depends on wages, employment, and
output. Total output is produced using both capitals following (2.34) where u x , k is the utilization
rate of traditional capital in the given sector (2.35). Employment is determined through the capitallabor ratio of each type of capital multiplied by their respective utilization rates (2.36). Unit costs,
in this case take the form (2.32.A), which can be simplified to (2.32.B) using the assumption lk = li .

y fc , i = i. pri

(2.33)

y = i. pri + u x , k k . prk

(2.34)

ux,k =

y − y fc , i
k . prk

(2.35)

i
k
(2.36)
+ ux,k
li
lk
i.lk + u x , k k .li
(2.32.A)
UC = W
(i. pri + u x,c k . prk ) li lk
N=

=W

y + i ( prk − pri )
lk prk y

(2.32.B)

The unit cost function in the consumption good production industry is thus given by (2.37).
Figure 2 represents such a unit cost function.

 W
 pr l
 i i
UC ( y ) = 
W y + i ( prk − pri )

lk prk y

if

y ≤ y fci

(2.37)
if

y > y fci

11

In this paper, we follow Robinson (1969) in that firms might make mistakes in their estimation of output growth
creating unwanted excess capacity; and Lavoie (1992) as firms also plan some excess capacity in order to avoid
constraining demand in case of large growth in demand. Firms maintain an excess of total production capacity and not
an excess of capacity per type of capital.
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Figure 2: Piecewise unit cost function in the consumption good production industry. Unit
costs are constant at the innovative unit costs (in this case 1.0) up to full capacity utilization of
innovative capital (output = 20) and then are an increasing function of output, tending
towards the traditional unit costs (2.0). The more innovative capital the consumption good
producer owns, the larger is the quantity of output produced at innovative unit costs.
2.2.3 Pricing Decision and Investment

Prices are kaleckian mark-up on unit costs (2.38). Following Lavoie (1992), the mark-up ( φ x , 2.39)
is endogenously determined through rx , the desired return on capital in sector x , and expected

( )

output and expected unit costs, y xe and UC x y xe respectively. Expected output growth is inversely
proportional to price inflation (2.40), whereas firms expect their demand to decrease when the price
of their output increases.

( )

p x = (1 + φ x ) UC x y xe
r (p k + p i )
φx = x k , −1 x , −1 e ie, −1 x , −1
UC x y x y x

( )

y xe = y x , −1 (1 − π x )

(2.38)
(2.39)
(2.40)

Instead of defining the usual capital stock growth function, we define a practical full
capacity12 growth function. Indeed, while it is easy to define a capital stock growth function when
only one type of capital exists, it is more convenient to define a maximum output growth function in
the case of multiple sorts of capital. This full capacity growth function reduces to a capital stock
growth function for both capital good sectors since they only use one type of capital. We will
12

Practical or engineer-rated full capacity is the maximum level of production such that it allows normal maintenance
and renovation of machinery to take place without impeding production (Eichner1976; Steindl1952).
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analyze the growth function and leave the details of how capital stock adjusts for each sector's
description. Output growth is a function13 of expected capacity utilization u e , real interest rates rrl ,
leverage level λ and Tobin's q (2.41). Expected capacity utilization (2.42) is defined as the ratio of
expected output ( y ) and practical full capacity output. Tobins' q is defined here as the ratio
between the market value of the firms and its net worth (2.44).

g y = η0 + η1u e − η 2 rrl λ−1 + η3q−1

(2.41)

e

y
k−1. prk + i−1. pri
L
λ=
k . pk + i. pi
e. pe
q=
k . pk + i. pi

ue =

(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)

2.2.4. Financing Decision
As already explained, firms have three sources of funds to finance investments: profits, equities
emissions, and bank credit. We assume that firms always first use their profits net of interests

F = Y − WN − rl , −1L−1 to finance investment I. If profits are larger than investments, the remaining
part of profits is distributed as dividend, FD = F − I . If the need for finance is larger than profits,
firms then have to decide how to finance the remaining part I f = I − F . We assume that the share

Ψ of investments funded by equities emission is a function of the capital gains, relative to the
firm’s market value, (cg, 2.46) and rl , the interest rate on loans (2.45). The quantities of equities
emitted, e s , depends on pe, −1 , the price of equities in the previous period (2.47). The quantities of
equities on the market are thus equal to their previous period number plus new emissions (2.48).
Finally, loans are the residual between need for finance and the quantity of funds raised by equities
emission, which depends on the realized market price for equities (2.49).

Ψc =

[ (

1
T

1 + exp ψ r − cg −1 − rl

)]

(2.45)

13

We use here a simplified version of Fazzari and Mott (1987), and Lavoie and Godley (2002), since we assume that
firms have fixed return rates. The effect of this normally non-fixed variable is thus contained in η 0 .
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cg =

CG
pe, −1e−1

(2.46)

es =

ΨI f
pe,−1

(2.47)

e = e−1 + e s

(2.48)

∆L = I f − e s pe

(2.49)

2.2.5. Consumption Good Sector
Real demand in consumption goods is determined by the consumption decision of both household
sectors yc = cc + cw . Consumption good industry follows the pricing and investment decisions
described in section 2.2.3. However, the real interest rate in the case of the consumption good sector
is particular. Indeed, real interest rate is defined as the nominal interest rate deflated by capital price
inflation. However in our case, there are two prices for capital, we have thus defined a capital price
inflation based on consumption good industry's stock of both capital and their relative price
inflation (2.51).

rrlc =

1 + rl
−1
1 + π k ,i

(2.50)

π k ,i =

kc , −1π k + ic , −1π i
kc , −1 + ic , −1

(2.51)

As mentioned earlier, consumption good producers use both kinds of capital and thus may
choose to invest in any of this type of capital. Given the desired growth in productive capacity, they
have to choose in which kind of capital to invest. We assume they do so based on the relative cost
of the two kinds of capital (2.54). Because their demand in the desired type of capital might be
frustrated, we take into account this situation (2.55)-(2.61) where is and k s are the quantity of
innovative and traditional goods available. The investment decision is thus a two-step process: first
capital producers announce their price and the quantity of goods available, then the consumption
good producers decide how much to invest based on their capacity utilization rate and the real
interest rate they face and in which good to invest based on relative costs and availability of goods.
The finance of this desired investment in capital follows the rule determined in section 2.2.4 and is
not repeated here.
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g yc = ηc , 0 + ηc ,1uce − ηc , 2 rrl , c λc, −1 + ηc ,3qc , −1

(2.52)

inv y , c = g yc yc , −1 + d (kc ) prk + d (ic ) pri

(2.53)

cos tk =

pk
p
, cos ti = i
prk
pri

(2.54)

inv 
inv − k s prk 


ic ,i = z1  z2is + (1 − z2 ) y , c  + (1 − z1 )z3  z4is + (1 − z4 ) y , c

pri 
pri




(2.55)

inv − i pr 
inv 


ic , k = z1 z2  z5k s + (1 − z5 ) y , c s i  + (1 − z1 ) z3k s + (1 − z3 ) y , c 
prk
prk 




(2.56)

z1 = 1 if

z2 = 1 if

z3 = 1 if

z4 = 1 if

z5 = 1 if

cos tk > cos ti , 0 otherwise

inv y , c
pri
inv y , c
prk

(2.57)

> is ,

0 otherwise

(2.58)

> ks ,

0 otherwise

(2.59)

inv y , c − ks prk
pri
inv y , c − is pri
prk

> is ,

0 otherwise

(2.60)

> ks ,

0 otherwise

(2.61)

2.2.7. Traditional Capital Good Industry
The traditional capital good industry faces a demand depending on the investment decisions by the three
productive sectors yk = ic , k + ik , k + ii , k 14. They follow the pricing, investment, and financing rules defined in
section 2.2.3 and 2.2.4. However, it is interesting to note that since traditional capital good producers only
use one kind of capital, they face constant unit costs (2.62). Investment reduces to (2.64) as traditional capital
producers only invest in traditional capital.

UCk =

W
prk lk

g yk = η k , 0 + η k ,1uke − η k , 2 rrl , k λk , −1 + η k ,3qk , −1

(2.62)
(2.63)

14
The innovative firm will invest in traditional goods only in the first sub-phase, i.e. when they need capital to produce
their first batch of the innovative capital good. See section 2.2.7 for more information.
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ik , k = d (kk ) +

g yk

(2.64)

prk

2.2.7. Innovative Capital Good Industry

Before entering the capital good market, an innovative firm must produce their first batch of capital
good. In order to produce it, they need to buy traditional capital goods. We assume that firms and
banks determine the quantity of credit needed in order to have enough capital good so that when
entering the market, they attain a certain market share ψ as well as a growth rate of potential output

τ . The parameters ψ and τ might be seen as the result of a bargain between bankers and
innovators, ensuring that the firm will make profits soon enough to be able to repay part of their
loans. The system of equations determining the credit Li is the following:

yi = ki prk

(2.65)

yi = si + ii
(2.66)
1+τ
(2.67)
ii = yi
pri
si pi = ψ (si pi + Yk , −1 ) (2.68)
Wk N i
(1 + φi )
yi
k
Ni = i
prk lk
Li = ki pk
pi =

(2.69)
(2.70)
(2.71)

where ii is the quantity of produced capital good retained to ensure a production capacity growth
equal to τ and is is the remaining of output that is sold at price pi .
The innovative firms sector starts producing in the next period, selling its capital to
consumption good producers. The demand they face is made up of their own investment and of
consumption good industry’s investment yi = ic , i + ii . Employment and unit costs follows the same
rule as in the consumption good sector since the innovative firms use both kind of capital15. Growth
of capital stock is fixed to τ until they enter the financial market, then it follows (2.72).

15
The innovative firm uses both types of capital until the traditional capital bought in the first period of their life is fully
depreciated.
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g yi = ηi ,0 + ηi ,1uie − ηi , 2 rrl ,i λi , −1 + ηi ,3qi , −1
gi ,i =

g yi

(2.72)
(2.73)

pri

We assume that the innovative sector is not present at first on the stock market and enters the market
only after 20 periods. Once it has entered the market, it follows the same rules as the other productive sectors
to finance their desired investments. Before entering the financial market, all investments are financed
through profits and loans16.

2.3.

Banking Sector

Banks hold deposit accounts from both household sectors and lend cash to firms. We assume that
banks always accommodate loans requests and that there are no non-performing loans until the
bankruptcy of traditional capital producers. Banks do not have any leverage and thus cash deposits
are always equal to loans. Banks’ only source of income is the interests paid by firms. Banks do not
have any operating costs and do not pay any interests on cash deposits by households. All profits
are distributed as dividends to capitalists. We assume that banks charge different interest rates based
on the risk perceived to lending to the different sectors17. Risk evaluation is proxied using the
difference between an exogenously determined benchmark return rate rb and the average net-ofinterest return rate on capital generated during the last 5 periods (2.78)-(2.83).

FDb = rl , c Lc , −1 + rl , k Lk , −1 + rl ,i Li , −1

(2.74)

Ms = Mw + Mc

(2.75)

Ld = Lc + Lk + Li

(2.76)

M s = Ld

(2.77)


1
rl , c = rl 1 +
 1 + exp κ rc − rb

[(

)]





(2.78)

16

When creating a new firm, investors face the choice of how to finance their initial investment. Two solutions may be
envisaged; either investors have recourse to bank credit or they use their own financial capital (a mechanism that may
be labelled under the generic name of joint ventures). In this paper we analyze only the case of credit-financed firms.
We feel however that the dynamics would not change much qualitatively if we allowed for joint ventures-financed
firms. Given this choice, it is reasonable to assume that the innovative sector is not credit rationed, we assume that
banks have already filtered investors and are then fully supporting the emerging firm, granting them as much credit as
they need. Banks nonetheless discriminate between sectors via the interest rate they charge, see section 2.3.
17
For more information on how banks set interest rates, see Gambacorta (2008).
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1
rl , k = rl 1 +
 1 + exp κ rk − rb

)]





(2.79)


1
rl ,i = rl 1 +
 1 + exp κ ri − rb





(2.80)

[(

[(

)]

rc =

Fc , − n − rl , c , − n Lc , − (n +1)
1 5
∑
5 n =1 pk , − ( n +1)kc , − (n +1) + pi , − ( n +1)ic , − ( n +1)

(2.81)

rk =

1 5 Fk , − n − rl , k , − n Lk , − (n +1)
∑
5 n =1 pk , − (n +1)kk , − (n +1)

(2.82)

ri =

Fi , − n − rl ,i , − n Li , − (n +1)
1 5
∑
5 n =1 pk , − (n +1)ki , − (n +1) + pi , − (n +1)ii , − (n +1)

(2.83)

3.

RESULTS

The model we just described is simulated using Mathematica18, with different scenarios. We
identified a baseline scenario and then changed the value of some parameters in order to analyze the
impact of these parameters. In the next subsection we analyze the dynamics of the model in the
baseline scenario.
The following subsections will then go through different scenarios in which we modify the
behavior of the various sectors and analyze the impact of these changes on the short and long-term
dynamics of the economy at hand. Table 5, in appendix B, contains a summary of the values used
for each scenario.

3.1

The Baseline

The simulation starts from a steady state situation and ends when a new steady state is reached.
During each simulation, the economy faces three different shocks: (i) the emergence of the
innovative capital sector and the related increase of money due to the new credit accorded to
entrepreneurs; (ii) the entry of the innovative sector in the stock market; (iii) the exit of the
traditional capital good sector and the related drop in capitalists’ wealth, due to non-performing
loans by the traditional sector.

18

The source code for the simulations can be requested from the authors.
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3.1.1. The Rise of Innovators

The first effect of the appearance of entrepreneurs (i.e. of the innovative sector) is a transitory rise
in traditional capital sector output (period 21). Indeed, the new demand coming from entrepreneurs
is, first of all, a demand for capital goods and labor. Entrepreneurs hire workers to produce their
innovative capital good with the capital bought from the traditional sector. Employment thus rises
not only as a direct consequence of the emergence of a new sector but also due to the increase in
demand in the traditional sector. Consequently, together with employment and wages, demand for
consumption goods also increases. Figure 3 shows the dynamics of outputs and employment during
the baseline simulation.

Figure 3: Graph a: Real output by sector: consumption sector (blue), traditional (red), and
the innovative (green) capital sectors. Dashed lines are original levels. Graph b: Aggregate
employment rate.

The rise in traditional capital demand is only temporary. Once entrepreneurs have set up their new
production process, they start to sell it on the market. Since the innovative capital good is perceived
as more profitable by the consumption sector (see figure 4), the innovative sector starts to win
market shares from the traditional capital sector.
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Figure 4: Cost of capital for the consumption sector defined as p x / prx , x = k , i . Red and green
lines are respectively costs of traditional and innovative capital.

However, figure 3.a shows that the overall demand for traditional capital goods remains
fairly stable for several periods, fluctuating around the steady state level. This is due to two effects.
The first one is that although the consumption sector would like to shift its demand towards the new
more productive investment good, the innovative sector is still too small19 to fully supply the capital
demanded, constraining the consumption sector to continue to invest in traditional capital. The
second impact is caused by the increase in demand for consumption goods. Indeed, this increase in
demand spurs the consumption industry to invest more than before. This increases the demand in
capital goods, which cannot be covered by the innovative capital producers and thus trickles down
to the traditional industry.

Figure 5: Graph a and b: Desired rate of growth of production capacity and capacity
utilization by sector: consumption sector (blue), old (red), and new (green) capital sectors.
When g x < 0 , gross investment is nil.

19

We assumed that the innovative sector has a potential market share of 3% when it enters the market.
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Investment of the capital sector (the other component of the demand for old capital)
fluctuates around a rather constant value in the first stage of the simulation. To understand the
mechanisms underlying these fluctuations, we have to look at the determinants of investment (see
figures 5 and 6), and at the complex interactions between real and financial variables that takes
place in this context. When the rate of capacity utilization fall under/over the ’standard’ one (0.8), it
induces traditional capital sector to decrease/increase investment. But investment also depends on
Tobin’s q20.

Figure 6: Graphs a and b represent the two arguments of the investment function,
respectively: Tobin’s q and the product of the leverage rate by real interest rate on loans. Blue
line for consumption sector, red and green for traditional capital sector and innovative sector,
respectively.
When the innovative sector first appears, the ex-novo created money increases the financial
wealth of investors. More liquidity comes to the stock market generating capital gains in both
consumption and traditional capital sectors. This tends to increase their market capitalization, and
thus the Tobin’s q. The rise of the Tobin’s q in turn should contribute to stimulate investment.
However, when investment rises, distributed profits generally slack off as firms first use their
retained earnings to finance investment, thus reducing the expected return on shares. Hence the
market capitalization and the Tobin’s q drop. On the contrary, when investment goes down,
distributed profits may increase, positively affecting the expected rate of return on shares and then
increasing the market capitalization and the Tobin’s q of the sector21. Thus investment fluctuates as
a consequence of the feedback effects between real and financial economy.
20

The remaining argument of the investment function, that is the product of the leverage ratio for the real interest rate
charged on loans, is instead roughly constant in this phase and thus plays a minor role.
21
Notice that this could partially counteract the fall in the rate of capacity utilization thus mitigating the related fall of
investment.
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3.1.2. The Transition
As the innovative firm continues to grow (in an exponential way, see figure 3.a), the situation for
the traditional sector radically changes. The innovative sector is able to provide a constantly
increasing portion of the demand coming from the consumption sector. This reduces the demand for
traditional capital, thus lowering its rate of capacity utilization. Consequently, traditional capital
sector investment shrinks22. Furthermore, in period 40 the innovative firm enters the financial
market. The first consequence is an increase in the volatility of financial wealth, due to higher
volatility of capital gains in traditional sectors triggered by the appearance of a new asset, that in
turn affects the expectations on future financial wealth (and then future capital gains)23.

Figure 7: Graph a shows the market capitalization of each sector and the cash holdings. It
represents how capitalists’ financial wealth is distributed among the different assets. The
blue, green and red lines are respectively the consumption, traditional capital and innovative
sectors, the gray one indicates the amount of financial wealth held in the form of money.
Graph b shows the expected rate of return of each financial asset: the rate of return of money
(gray line) depends on inflation while the expected rate of return on the stocks of the
consumption (blue), traditional capital (red) and innovative (green) sectors depends on past
capital gains, past distributed profits and past gross profits.

22

Considering the depreciation of capital, the traditional capital sector net-investment turns negative.
Furthermore, since the stock of financial wealth is now distributed among four assets, rather than the previous three,
both the money holdings of capitalists and the stock prices of the traditional sectors lightly decrease.
23
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Very soon, the innovative sector market capitalization starts to rise, pulled by the rapid
increase in both gross and distributed profits, attracting investors. The innovative sector Tobin’s q
then significantly rises, as shown by figure 6.a. At the same time, the innovative sector has used the
money obtained by its IPO to lower its level of leverage24. Finally, as profits grow, the perceived
reliability of the innovative firms grow, inducing banks to charge them a lower interest rate. All
these factors, together with rate of capacity utilization constantly pushed to one, generate a boom in
the investment of the innovative sector.
The consequent rise of the innovative sector stock of capital then determines a drop of its
Tobin’s q even if this effect is mitigated by the ever-rising market capitalization of the innovative
sector (pushed by profits). This should cause a slowdown of investment. However, the constant
reduction of the leverage ratio compensates for the decrease of the Tobin’s q. Indeed, while the
capital stock of the innovative sector is rapidly increasing, loans remain constant or increase less
than proportionally. The innovative firm thus continues to grow in an exponential way. In three
periods (68, 77, and 99), the level of investment is so high that retained earnings are not sufficient
to fund it and firms are forced to ask for external finance. It is interesting to note that in these three
cases, the preferences of the innovative sectors move from external equity finance to bank loans as
a consequence of the gradual reduction in the interest rate charged by banks25.
While the market capitalization of the consumption sector, after the initial drop, fluctuates
around a substantially constant level, traditional capital sector market capitalization starts to fall
(see figure 7.a). The main cause has to be found in the process of Schumpeterian competition
occurring in the real economy. As the production capacity of the innovative sector continues to
grow, the demand for traditional capital continues to fall. Investment of the traditional sector thus
falls too. The stock of capital decreases since a constantly increasing portion of depreciated capital
is no longer replaced.
The market capitalization of the traditional capital sector progressively falls as a
consequence of two facts: first, the decline of the stock of capital of the traditional sectors and the
parallel rise in that of the innovative sector induces a change in the coefficients of the portfolio
choice equations (see section 2.1.2). Hence λ30 grows while λ40 declines. At the same time, the fall
in profits (gross and distributed) worsens the expected return of traditional capital sector shares,
24

This assumption is very reasonable since the innovative sector has bought its initial stock of capital and has hired
workers using only external finance, that is bank credit. Thus its leverage ratio, initially equal to one, was by far the
highest in the system, almost five times that of other sectors, see figure 6.b. By using the money collected in its initial
public offering to repay part of his debt, the innovative sector is trying to move towards a more “normal” situation.
25
This preference is represented by the coefficient φ, defining the share of the overall externally financed investment
that the sector desire to finance by new emissions of shares. Indeed φ passes from 0,75 to 0,6 and then to 0,45.
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thus generating negative expectations about capital gains which in turn further reduces expected
returns, giving rise to a vicious circle (see figure 7.b). Beside the fall in the stock prices of the
traditional capital sector, the contraction of its capital stock blows up the leverage ratio (given that
the stock of loans remains constant). In the meanwhile, the unrelenting reduction of profits
increases the interest rate asked by banks, which now perceive the higher riskiness associated to
traditional capital sector. This exerts a huge impact on investment. In the periods between 130 and
150, both the Tobin’s q and the rate of capacity utilization sharply increase as a consequence of the
dramatic fall in the capital stock. This should increase investment, all other conditions being equal.
Nevertheless this does not happens since the parallel rise of both the leverage ratio and the rate of
interest is so drastic26 that it more than offsets the potential positive effect of Tobin’s q and uk.
3.1.3. The Fall of Obsolete Industries
In period 159, both the demand for traditional capital coming from the consumption sector and the

investment of the traditional capital sector itself has disappeared, thus forcing the old capital sector
to exit the market. The default of the traditional capital sector in turn induces a loss in the banking
sector related to the non-performing loan Lk. This loss is transferred to bank profits that become
negative, which in turn causes a negative income for capitalists, and a consequent drop of capitalist
wealth27, see figure 8.

Figure 8: Graph a, b: Total real disposable income and real wealth of wage earners (blue) and
capitalists (red). The dashed lines represent original levels.
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The interest rate in fact increased by approximately 40% compared to that charged at steady state, while the leverage
ratio increases up to ten times between period 100 and period 159.
27
Since current disposable income is negative, capitalists have to use their wealth to consume. Consumption indeed
does not fall immediately, together with disposable income. Since consumption in period 159 is a function of expected
disposable income (defined as the average of disposable income over the last 4 periods) and past wealth, the capitalists’
consumption remains roughly constant in period 159 and shrinks only in the next period.
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This exerts a huge impact on the consumption sector. Demand of consumption goods
shrinks heavily (figure 3.a) as a consequence of the contraction of capitalists’ consumption, and this
effect, adding to the job losses in the traditional capital sector, causes unemployment to increase
dramatically (figure 3.b). Wage earners disposable income and wealth shrink (figure 8.a and b)
further reducing consumption. In essence, the fall in demand induces the consumption sector to
reduce its production capacity. At the same time, the huge loss of wealth by capitalist causes a boost
of the stock market, thus reducing the market capitalization of the consumption sector and its
Tobin’s q. Consequently, g c , what has been positive for many years, now turns negative. Notice
that the innovative sector instead continues to grow even after the shock for some periods, see
figure 3.a. The reason for this inertia has to be found in the fact that the consumption good sector
has invested a lot in the past, increasing its capital stock. This, together with fact that the capital
depreciation function is defined as an exponential function of the age of capital, makes the
depreciation of k c and ic increase. This explains why the demand for innovative capital continues
to grow for a while, despite the fact that the consumption sector desires to reduce its production
capacity. This also helps to explain why the fall in market capitalization and the volatility in share
price induced by the default of the traditional sector is less pronounced for the innovative sector
than for the consumption one (7.a).
However this shock is only temporary. In fact the banking sector makes negative profits
only for one period and FDb turns back positive in the next period. Thus ydc recovers. This tendency
is only partially compensated by the negative capital gains related to the contraction of capitalists’
financial wealth. After the initial drop, employment (and thus the disposable income of workers)
starts to recover, also as a consequence of the inertial growth of the innovative sector. Before
converging to a new steady state, the economy experiences a period of high volatility mainly due to
a mismatch in the timing characterizing the fall/rise of disposable income and wealth and the
fall/rise of consumption: when disposable income goes down consumption takes more time to
decrease because expected income is based on the past. Since consumption is higher than actual
disposable income, the stock of wealth tends to decrease. When, on the contrary, disposable income
recovers, consumption tends to remain at a lower level for some time, thus increasing wealth.
Notice that, in the case of capitalists, this volatility is exacerbated by the fact that their disposable
income depends also on their stock of wealth via capital gains.
This volatility, however, tends to fade as the expectations made by capitalists and workers
about their disposable income and wealth are gradually revised, thus approaching their
correspondent real values. The system then converges to the new steady state position.
28

3.1.4. Towards a New Steady State

A higher level of output characterizes the new steady state. While the capital sector real output
seems to converge to the previous steady state value, real output has significantly increased for the
consumption sector 3.a. However, the capital sector now produces a more productive investment
good. In the new steady state situation, both capitalists and wage earners show a higher level of real
income (figure 8.a) and real wealth (figure 8.b), although a slight redistribution in favor of
capitalists has taken place. The employment rate is about 92.3% slightly below the original level
(figure 3.b). This fact is quite interesting since it means that the new technology has definitely been
labor-saving even assuming a constant capital-labor ratio, equal to the one characterizing the old

technology.
In the convergence towards the new steady state position, the investment function obviously
plays a central role. From this point of view, it’s interesting to note that while the Tobin’s q of both
productive sectors converge to their original levels28(figure 6.a), this does not happen for the
leverage ratios and the rate of capacity utilization (figures 5.b and 6.a). Indeed, a steady state is
reached even if the rate of capacity utilization stabilizes at a different level from that considered
“standard” (in our model 0.8), which is the target rate. At the end of our simulation the rate of
capacity utilization is above the target for the consumption sector and significantly below for the
innovative capital sector. But net investment does not diverge from the steady state zero level since
the leverage ratio (higher for the consumption sector, significantly lower for the innovative sector)
compensates for this discrepancy.
The dynamics just presented show that the process of Schumpeterian competition among the
two capital sectors is going hand in hand with the process of structural change of the economy. Old
traditional capital has been progressively substituted by the new more innovative one, thus pushing
down the unitary costs of production in both the innovative and consumption sector. At the same
time this process of “creative destruction” has pushed the traditional capital sector out of the market
under the competitive pressure of entrepreneurs who finally come to dominate the market.

3.1.5. Dynamics at Hand

Our analysis, based on the SFC approach, highlights the complex interaction between the process of
structural change taking place in the real economy and the evolution observed on financial markets.
Indeed, the dynamics of the model are definitely driven by two fundamental processes:
28
Or rather, the consumption sector q converges to its original value, the innovative sector Tobin’s q converges to the
original value of the traditional capital sector.
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first, the replacement of the old capital by a new, more productive capital, and second, financial
instability arising from the emergence of a new sector. The first process is a rather slow one: the
consumption firm is replacing its old capital by the new one because it is perceived to be more
profitable. However, at first the output of the innovative firm is not large enough to fulfill the
demand by the consumption sector. The innovative sector is thus slowly building its own
production capacity while selling the remaining part of its output to the consumption good
producers.
The second process, on the other hand, is rather short. Indeed, the wealth and income effects
due to the introduction of new money are directly realized by both household sectors and this drives
short demand cycles. Because the introduction of the innovative sector is a unique event,
expectations are not met (at first they are too low and then they are to large), creating the first wave
of financially-induced short cycles. However, the second shock due to the entrance of the
innovative firms into the stock market brings again some financial instability, which will lead to
some more waves of cycles. Finally, the double shock when the traditional firms exit both the
financial market and the real market, creating a massive loss to banks, which is directly reflected in
capitalist’s wealth, leads to some more financial instability.
Financial instability is transmitted to the real sector via two behaviors: the consumption
decision by capitalists which is based on real wealth and disposable income (which contains
distributed profits and capital gains) and the investment function where Tobin’s q impacts firms
decision to increase or not their production capacity. In turn real economy affects financial
dynamics via gross and distributed profits on one hand, and via changes in nominal wealth on the
other.

3.2

Path Dependency

The model allows us to highlight that importance of time. Indeed, the following experiment allows
us to observe the phenomenon of path dependency. By changing the period in which the innovative
firms enter the financial market, that is 10 periods after their entry into the real market, instead of
20, we observe a different steady state, even if all the other techno-financial parameters are
identical. Thus the velocity of change matters also, not only the objective. Figures 9 and 10 show
the real output, market capitalization, real disposable income, and employment. From these graphs,
it seems clear that all variables are following the same trends with a lag. The lag slowly reduces as
the economy reaches its steady state.
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Figure 9: Employment and real disposable income in the baseline scenario (solid lines) and in
the PathDep scenario (dashed lines). Both time series show a lag slowly decreasing between
baseline and PathDep. For real disposable income, blue is capitalists and red is wage earners.

Figure 10: Real output and market capitalization in the baseline scenario (solid lines) and in
the Patched scenario (dashed lines). Both time series show a lag slowly decreasing between
baseline and PathDep. Blue is the consumption sector, red the traditional capital one, and
green the innovative one.
However, what is interesting is that the steady state values obtained for this new scenario, called
PathDep, are different from the baseline steady state values, as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Percentage change in value from initial steady state to final steady state: in the
PathDep scenario, employment, real output in the consumption and wage earners real
disposable income sector have a lower value. On the other hand capitalists real disposable
income and real wealth, as a share of total real wealth, have increased. This shows the path
dependency of technological change steady state.
The fact that the innovative firms enter the stock markets 10 periods before than in the baseline
scenario implies that the traditional sector goes bankrupt 19 times before. Furthermore, this implies
a redistributive impact between real output of consumption goods and capital goods, in favor of
capital producers. This redistributive impact is also observed between capitalists and wage earners,
in the favor of capitalists. These results highlight the importance of path and timing of the
emergence of a new technology. The benefits or disadvantages resulting from the emerging new
productive structure could be modified by a change in timing, leaving some policy space for
government.

3.3

Distributive Impacts

This section will analyze the distributive impacts that the financial side of the economy has on real
disposable income and real output. The scenario, called InterestRate, allows for banks to be more
discriminative by using a steeper curve to fix the interest rate charged, see figure 11.a.
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Figure 11: The InterestRate scenarios allows for a change in the interest rate-fixing curve.
Figure a shows that in the InterestRate scenario, the curve is steeper allowing banks to be
more discriminative between high profit firms and low profit ones. Figure b shows how, in the
short-run, a slow growing innovative firm lets the traditional firms live longer by forcing
consumption good producers to invest more in traditional goods.
The main results of this experiment allow us to see that the traditional sector remains longer
in the market (it exits at period 160 instead of 153) and the in the long run, the propensity to charge
higher interest rates implies a redistribution from capitalists to wage earners and from capital good
producers towards consumption good producers, see figure 12.

Figure 12: The InterestRate scenarios allows for a change in the interest rate-fixing curve.
The long-run steady state shows that both the wage share and wealth share are larger in the
InterestRate scenario than in the baseline one.
By being more discriminative, banks are reducing the growth of innovative firms on the
short run and allows for traditional firms to live longer. Figure 11.b shows how, in the InterestRate
scenario, the lower rate of growth of the innovative firms forces consumption good producers to
invest more and longer in traditional capital goods. However, the short-run impact of this different
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interest rate policy by banks also has an impact on the long run. Not only because, as we have
already seen, the long-run steady state is path dependent; but also because the whole financial
structure is impacted by interest rates.
As seen in the previous section, the long-run steady state depends on a few dynamic
equations. The interest rates play a direct role in the growth function via the leverage costs. This
explains a restructuration in the balance sheets of firms; showing a slight increase in leverage and
variation in Tobin’s q’s and, on the real side, lower capital stocks and lower capacity utilization
rates.
Finally, this change in the interest rate decision implies a redistributive impact from
capitalists towards wage earners. Indeed, the wage share is larger in the InterestRate steady state
than in the baseline case but also the wealth share of wage earners is larger. Figures 12.a and 12.b
show the dynamics of the wage share and wealth share.

3.4

Productivity Gains, More Than Just a Shock

This section analyzes the choices made by the innovative firm in depth. We show the possibility of
failure of technological change where the innovative firm, even when producing a more efficient
capital does not succeed in remaining in the market. We changed the parameters determining the
entrance of the innovative firms, that is the target market share (ρ) when entering the market and the
fixed rate of growth (τ) until entering the financial market. In that scenario, called Bigger and
Faster, ρ = 0.05 instead of 0.03 and τ= 0.013 instead of 0.01. We observe that in that case, the

innovative firm fails after 61 periods and leaves the market.
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Figure 13: The Bigger and Faster scenario simulates an innovative firm entering with a larger
market share and with a higher rate of growth in the first 20 periods. Graph a shows that
output grows at first at a faster pace but when the innovative firm enters the financial market
(period 41) the output growth turns negative forcing profits (graph b) to decrease until
reaching 0 in period 61. Two financial indicators, the leverage level in graph c and Tobin’s q
in graph d show that after entrance in the financial market, the financial situation of the
innovative firm deteriorates triggering a downward process leading to bankruptcy.
Figure 13 shows the results of scenario Bigger and Faster. The innovative sector grows
faster for the 20 periods before its entrance on the stock market. However, the funds it can raise on
the financial market are lower respectively to the size of the firm, implying a lower Tobin’s q and a
leverage, which at first is slightly lower. However, the lower Tobin’s q depresses the investment
function, which causes a decrease of the capital stock. This in turn impacts the leverage, which
starts growing, leading to a further decrease in investments. This will also depress profits since it
can sell less capital to the consumption good producers.
The whole dynamics starts snowballing until the innovative firm stops making profits and exits
the market. This scenario shows the importance of the initial market capitalization. Even when the
innovative firm is making more profits, as in the Bigger and Faster case, if it fails to raise enough
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funds the whole growth dynamics is disrupted and leads to a massive failure of the innovative
sector. Furthermore, the scenario also shows the possibility for an innovation not to be adopted, due
to the badly designed entrance. The same innovation succeeds in entering the market in the baseline
scenario while it does not in the Bigger and Faster scenario.

4.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

The experiments performed with the model presented in the paper have shown the importance of
the link between finance and innovation in shaping the long-term business cycle triggered by
technological change. In particular, the model showed how the instability in the financial and real
economy observed in the simulations might arise as a consequence of the way in which the
economic system assimilates a wave of innovations, without reference to any psychological variable
of economic agents. Irrational exuberance, frenzy, gregarious behavior are often called into
question, with good reason, to explain the emergence of speculative behaviors generating, in turn,
boom and bust phenomena. Instead, in the model, instability arises from Schumpeterian competition
between the old actors of the economy and the entrepreneurs, that is from what Schumpeter called
the “creative destruction” process.
Therefore, this work represents a good starting point for developing a consistent approach to
the study of technological dynamics, capable of linking the evolution of real and financial variables,
analyzing the complex feedback effects between these two dimensions. However, precisely because
this is only the first step in this direction, the model is affected by some major limitations. Although
the structure and dynamics of the model are already quite complex, it still rests on a number of
simplifying hypotheses and ad hoc assumptions about the behaviors of the different sectors and the
changes in parameters related to the appearance and disappearance of whole sectors in the real and
financial markets. These assumptions were made necessary, first, not to further complicate the
analysis, and second, for the constraints imposed by the use of an aggregate model. Furthermore,
the adoption of a highly aggregate perspective, while helping to highlight some important
mechanism underlying the technology rooted cycle, makes the dynamic of the model particularly
crude and thus partially unrealistic. This feature is also exacerbated by two facts, again related to
the aggregate nature of the model: first, we exclude the possibility that some of the old capital
producers may realize what is going on and try to convert their production, thus becoming imitators,
generating a secondary wave of innovations (a possibility already considered by Schumpeter
himself). Second, we chose to focus on a one-shot innovation process, arising from a situation of
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absence of development and ending in a new steady state position. Hence we do not consider the
role of incremental patterns of innovation in the short-medium run. Furthermore, in reality, every
great surge of development, based on a set of radical innovations, relies on and overlaps the
previous one so that a steady state is never reached.
In order to overcome these limits we have to abandon the rigidity and the constraints
imposed by the adoption of pure macroeconomic perspective in favor of a more flexible framework,
maintaining at the same time the rigorous accountability rules implied by the SFC approach. We
believe that the agent-based micro-founded model (ABM) might prove suitable for this purpose. A
first advantage of this model is that they avoid all the simplifications required in order to find an
analytical solution for the steady state. Above all, by disaggregating the sectors of our economy into
the agents that compose them, they introduce more adaptive and heterogeneous behaviors. In ABM
models agents react to their environment thus allowing them to handle complex feedback effects
between the macro and the micro levels. Heterogeneity emerges endogenously as even originally
similar agents may react in different way to the stimuli coming from the economic environment.
Thanks to their flexibility and their ability to handle a wide range of complex non-linear behaviors,
ABM has already proven to be well suited to study innovation processes and to analyze the
functioning of financial markets29. Finally, it must be stressed that in recent years various attempts
to provide a micro-foundation of SFC through an AB methodology has been made30. These
contributions provide a useful basis for further developing the present work.

29

For a review on these two fields see respectively Dawid (2006) and Lebaron (2006).
See Kinsella et al. (2011) and Seppecher (2010) for two examples of SFC-ABM models and Bezemer (2011) for a
call to use these models.
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